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 A new scene has been added where Cole Phelps and Cole Phelps Jr. are seen with their team at a command center. Reception Pre-release Prior to the game's release, GTA Online's General Manager Dan Houser called L.A. Noire "the perfect entry in the Grand Theft Auto franchise". When the game was announced, GTA fans called for a Rockstar game that appealed to the hardcore audience. IGN's
Ryan McCaffrey called L.A. Noire "the game to beat" because of its "revelation that video game storytelling is a dying art", referring to the film The Departed as a prime example. GameZone's Eric Neigher pointed out that the game will "make you think in ways you never thought of before". GameSpot's Jack DeVries said that the story is "deep and engaging" and that players will feel that they "are

part of the investigation". GameTrailers' Christopher Monfette said that the storyline is unique and will "capture [the player's] imagination". Official Xbox Magazine's Andy Hart called the game "the grandest GTA", and wrote that its plot is "loosely based on the screenplay from the movie The Departed." A few months after the game's release, Dan Houser announced that L.A. Noire sold more copies
than any other Rockstar game to that point. In the same month, US industry analysts held a conference and commented on the game's reception. They said that the game received negative reviews from the critics, but players enjoyed the game because it was a different experience from other Rockstar titles, and appreciated its emphasis on the game's story. Houser also commented that the game's plot
was surprising, different and fresh, and "loved the way it played". Release GTA Online's Dan Houser said that the game's development cost was "more than the budgets of some films". The development of the game was expensive because of the use of a new engine, AI engine, and the use of 3D scanning and animation. On September 8, 2013, Rockstar officially released the online component of L.A.

Noire for the PlayStation 3, Xbox 360, and PC, later adding the iOS version of the game. Post-release L.A. Noire was the second-best-selling game of November 2013 in the UK and the best-selling game of November 520fdb1ae7
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